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Soul food can be
healthy, if you're careful

Eagles alone at
the top of TAAC

See STORY, page 5
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Cussed By Some,
...Read By Them All

NEWS BRIEFS
Miller supports open
meetings law

ATLANTA (AP) - The
governor told Georgia newspaper executives Thursday he
will sign legislation strengthening Georgia's open meetings
law if the measure makes it
through the General Assembly.
"I've never opposed many
open meetings and open
records bills," said Gov. Zell
Miller. "I've usually been out
in the forefront, and I might
be this time except I have got
the darndest fight on my
hands." That fight is to pass
his own legislative agenda, he
said.
Miller said of the open
meetings proposal, "If that's
passed, I would sign it. If I was
a member of the Legislature,
I'd vote for it."
The proposal tightens
rules government officials
must follow in providing notice of meetings, including the
topics to be discussed at called
meetings.

UGA president stomping for
Miller's budget

MACON, Ga. (AP)-The
governor's "Georgia Rebound"
proposal, designed to pump
money into certain projects
despite the weak economy, has
some determined cheerleaders.
One is University of Georgia President Charles Knapp,
who is touring the state to
promote the proposal.
Knapp said Tuesday that
Gov. Zell Miller showed political courage by proposing increased spending for higher
education this year.
'The governor put higher
education clearly on the political agenda, somethingthat
has been needed for many
years," Knapp told the editorial board of the Macon Telegraph.
Miller has proposed
spending $140 million to upgrade Georgia's public college
and university campuses.
The plan also calls for a 3
percent pay raise for university system employees, part of
a three-year proposal to bring
faculty salaries in Georgia up
to par with other Southeastern states.
Miller wants to pay for
the program partly by increasing the fees charged for
various state services and by
charginga one-time $200 "impact fee" on anyone who moves
to Georgia and brings a car
with them.

Three UGA football players
kicked off campus

ATHENS, Ga. (AP) _
Three Georgia football players have been kicked out of
campus residences as a result
of a dormitory dispute last
year.
The athletes were accused
of verbally abusing a janitor.
Evicted from campus were
starting nose guard Willie
Jennings, starting defensive
tackle Casey Barnum and
backup defensive tackle
George Brewer, university officials said Wednesday.
They were forced to move
this quarter after a ruling by
the Student Judiciary Committee.
Sports Information Director Claude Felton said
Thursday the three players
were evicted because a letter
of apology that was supposed
to be in the hands of the committee did not make it by the
deadline. Instead, it went to
the janitor, Felton said.

See Story, Page 3
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About 300 tickets issued daily
rights just like we protect the
faculty and staff members'
rights," he said. "We don't hold
one member of the community
any higher than the other."

By Doug Gross and
Dennis Smith

Staff Writers

Approximately 300 parking
citations are issued daily on
the GSU campus at an average
of just under $10 a ticket, according to parking and transportation officials.
Bob Chambers, director of
parking and transportation
says that, for various reasons,
not all of these tickets are
paid.
"[If] there are extenuating
circumstances that we will
work with people," Chambers
said.
People may sometimes
break down on the side of the
road and their car be ticketed.
He said this type of situation is
usually excused.
He added that people may
also drop out of school, so they
never pay the fines that are
owed.
There are also those that
refuse to pay their tickets.
"There is a good number of
people that are accumulating a
good number of tickets," he
said. 'We will catch up to them
eventually."
Most of the citations that

Money from the parking
fines goes into a the fund to
improve transportation on
campus. Most of this is used to
build new parking lots,
according to Chambers.
The average cost to build a
new parking lot is about $650
a space.

i

One of the student ticket writers tickets a student's vehicle parked
in the Union faculty lot. (Photo by Randy Trujillo)

are written are for cars without decals.
Chambers said that the second most common parking offense is cars that are parked in
the wrong zone.
He added that students are

not the only ones who receive
parking tickets. Faculty are often ticketed for parking in student commuter lots.
"If students buy a decal for
the privilege to park in certain
areas, we have to protect their

The money that is received
from parking decals is also
used for this purpose.
The most parking offenses
occur in the Landrum parking
lot and the other parking lots
in that area of campus, said
Chambers.
He said the rapid growth of
the university has taken its
toll on parking and transportation.
Other problems facing the
department are traffic, forged
parking stickers and the reports of stolen passes to faculty
lots.
Chambers emphasized that
anyone caught with a stolen
pass will be charged with a
criminal offense.

Student organizations attend meeting
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By
Kevin Hudson

Managing Editor

About 150 representatives of
GSU student organizations attended Thursday's mandatory
workshop concerning campus
violence and legal liability.
The liability taken on by
student organizations when alcohol is involved in their
activities was discussed by
Jane Thompson, assistant
dean of students.
"You need to be aware of the
fact that you take certain risks
if you are associated in any
way as a campus organization,
or as an individual, with any
event at which alcohol is present, whether there are minors
there or not, but particularly if
minors are present," said
Thompson.

Jane Thompson
(Photo by Kevin Hudson)

"There have been all kinds
of cases" she said, "where organizations have been held accountable, not necessarily for
providing the alcohol. You can
have a BYOB event and at

that the individuals bring in
the alcohol they purchase
themselves, all you have to do
is provide the opportunity."
Thompson told the group "If
a minor goes out and has a
wreck and injures a third
party, they can back [up] and
hold you accountable for giving
the opportunity for that minor
to consume alcohol.
One purpose of the discussion of liability was to inform
groups that they can lower the
possibility of lawsuits and
charges against their organizations. "There are ways to
minimize the risk. ... You can
not get rid of the risk," said
Thompson.
"You can minimize your risk
by doing anything that's humanly possible to ensure that

^^

minors do not obtain alcohol.
The other part of it is providing alcohol to a visibly intoxicated person."
Kegs pose a particular risk
to student groups, said
Thompson.
"If you're going to have
alcohol, we recommend that
you have a server so that you
can document somehow that
visibly intoxicated people are
not having access to alcohol,
because that increases your
risk."
According to Thompson,
statistics say that in 73
percent of sexual assault cases,
alcohol served at a student
organization function is
involved.
"We believe that it is much
See Meeting, page 8

'Betty Ohlayme' wins Miss Eagle Beast pageant
By C. Christopher White

Guest Writer

This past Thursday night,
five lovely
contestants
participated in GSU's fifth
annual Miss Eagle Beast
Beauty Contest.
The event was sponsored by
the Gamma Lambda chapter of
Pi Sigma Epsilon.
For those of you who don't
know, here's why it's called
Miss Eagle Beast: The
contestants are guys dressed
as young ladies. Humor,
stupidity, embarrassment, and
voluntary humiliation (for
those contestants with a sense
of shame) are all key but nonscoring elements of the event.
The beasts opened the show
dancing to Bob Seger's Old
Fashioned Rock and Roll. Two
sported dresses and one wore a
skirt, but
the other two
preferred dancing in shorts.
Daisy (Andy Mealer), a tall,
redneck,
brunette
was
sponsored by Phi Mu.
Wilma Wanna-do (Shane
Maxwell), whose gold beaded
black dress was nothing short
of lovely, was sponsored by
Alpha Delta Pi.

Miss Eagle Beast contestants perform in the opening act. From left: Wild Wilhamena, Sinead O'Connor,
Betty Ohlayme (winner), Wilma Wanna-do and Daisy. (Photo by Robby Weatherly)

Sinead O'Connor's (Chris
Byler) freshly shaven head
won her most respectable
second runner-up. She was
sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega.
Wild Wilhamena's (Bill
Nixon) black fishnets and
black pumps helped her clinch
first runner-up. She was
sponsored by Sigma Delta
Gamma.

Betty Ohlaymi (Barry
Millsapp), Sponsored by Phi
Mu Alpha, was far-and-away
the evening's best beast. She
inspired the crowed with a
'rousing take-off of Drivin' n'
Cryin's I'm Going Straight to
Hell. It went something to the
effect of, "I'm going to
Statesboro, where I can be a
ho. I'm going to Statesboro."
Only a music major could write

this sort of poetry.
The miss Eagle Beast
contest is an annual event held
by Pi Sigma Epsilon, the
national professional fraternity
in marketing, sales and sales
management. It has been
successfully since 1988 when
Bill Nixon, now an alumnus of
Pi Sig, thought up the idea.
See Beast, page 8

Police to begin
'booting' cars
By Doug Gross and
Dennis Smith

Staff Writers

Students that are habitual
parking offenders should be
warned that GSU parking
officials will be receiving the
new auto-boots on Feb. 17, and
will begin booting the cars of
those persons with three or
more outstanding tickets.
Bob Chambers, director of
parking and transportation,
says they will start with the
bad offenders (those with 20 or
more unpaid tickets) and go
down the list.
In October, the parking and
transportation department
announced they would be
purchasing the immobilization
devices.
Once the device is in place,
the car cannot be moved. There
will be signs posted in the
windshield warning the car's
owner of the boot, which is
attatched to the car's wheel.
Chambers says he will work
with persons who have run up
See 'Booting', page 8

GSU plans for
reaccreditation
By Kim St. Hilaire

Staff Writer

Like all universities
across the nation, GSU must
be regionally accredited every ten years.
"Every university must be
regionally accredited if it's
going to receive federal
funds," said GSU President
Nicholas Henry. "If it's going
to be able to have some legitimacy as far as students being hired for jobs."
In 1994 the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools (SACS) will visit
GSU and give a report on the
university. In order to prepare for this, GSU has already formed committees to
do a self-study.
At the end of winter quarter 1991, Henry appointed
Hal Fulmer, an assistant
professor
in
the
Communication Arts department, as director of the
self-study. "He's young, enthusiastic, and intelligent,"
Henry said.
"I consider it a great
honor," said Fulmer, a 1981 |
graduate of GSU. "It's very
special to have a chance to
serve the university in this
way both as an alumni and
as a professor."
Also involved in this process is a steering committee.
This committee sets goals
and has broad plans about
what they will do with the
accreditation process. The
chair of this committee is
Gene Murkinson, an associate professor in the management department.
As part of this self-study
process, all aspects of the
university will be examined,
ranging from the academic
programs to athletics and
even the administration.
The basic plan is that
1992-1993 will be the "selfstudy year." At the end of
this research, the committees
will publish their findings
and give them to SACS.
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Tuesday, February 4

•Applications are being accepted for positions on the Union
Productions team. Applications
can be picked up in the Union
Productions Office, room 207 of
the Union. They are due by Feb.
21.
• There will be a foosball tournament at 5 p.m. in the Music
room. There is a $1 entry fee and
entries must be in by noon.
Prizes will be awarded and winners go the regional championship.
• Wings of Desire will be
shown at the Union Theater at 7

p.m.
• Dr. Michael Gannon will
speak at noon in room 218 of the
Biology building on The Ecology
of Tropical Bats.

Wednesday, February 5

• African American Folk
Tales will be performed in
McCroan Auditorium at 8 p.m. It
will be performed through
Friday.
• GSU Pilot's Association
meets at 8 p.m. in room 244 of the
Union.

Thursday, February 6

• Hot, Sexy and Safer : Suzi
Landolphi will Derform at 8 p.m.

in the Union Ballroom.
• The Eagle Basketball team
will play against Sanford in the
Hanner Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
•The Incredible Jungle
Journey of Fenda Maria will be
performed
in
McCroan
Auditorium at 8 p.m. It will be
performed through Saturday.

Friday, February 7

• Dr.. James H. Cane will
give a lecture entitled,
"Pollination Quality Influences
Temporal Competition for Avian
Seed Dispersal: The Early Berry
Gets The Bird," in room 218 of the
Biology building at noon.

Long Walk Home will be
shown in the Union Theater at 7
and 9:30 p.m. It will be shown
through Saturday.

Saturday, February 8

•R.
Ragins
exhibit,
"Scholastics," will debut today
and will be open 2-4 exhibit will
be shown through Feb 28.
• The Eagle Basketball team
will play against Georgia State in
the Hanner Fieldhouse at 7:30
p.m.

Sunday, February 9

• Curly Sue will be shown in
the Union Theater at 7 and 9:30
p.m. The movie will be shown

GSU serves as center for Scholastic Art Awards
GSU News Service

through Monday.

Tuesday, February 11

•Comedienne Caroline Rhea
will perform at 8 p.m. in the
Union Ballroom.
• "Jump Rope for Heart" will
be held in the Hanner Fieldhouse
at 6 p.m.
•Dr. Kishwar M. Maur will
give a lecture entitled, "Common
Plant Diseases in the Southeast
U.S.," at noon in room 218 of the
Biology building.

Wednesday, February 12

•Rabbi Raphael Gold will
lecture at 6 p.m. in the Union,

room 254. The event is sponsored
by the Hillel Affiliate of GSU.
The public is welcome.
• The GSU Pilot's Association
will meet at 8p.m. in room 244 of
the Union.

Thursday, February 13

• The Lady Eagle Basketball
team will take on
Florida
International University
at
7:30p.m. in the Hanner
Fieldhouse.
• The Sweetheart Ball will be
held at 8p.m. in the Williams
Center.
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"Hot, Sexy and Safer" Suzi Landolphi
Suzi Landolphi will present "Hot, Sezy and Safer on Feb. 6 at 8 p.m.
in the University Union ballroom. This dynamic speaker and comedian
had designed an audience-participatory presentation on AIDS and safe
sex specifically for the college audience. This group is one of the fastest
growing populations for the spread of the AIDS virus.
Her performace combines humor, compassion and encouragement
throught the use of stand-up comedy and dramatic techniques to create
a lasting message about safe sex.
The presentation is sponsored by Union Production and the Health
Center as an introduction to National Condom Week which is Feb. 1421. It is free of charge with a student I.D.

Miscellany magazine takes national medal

Miscellany magazine , GSU's magazine of the arts, received 945
points out of 1000, for both "Medalist" and "All Columbian" honors, in
it's first critique with the Columbia Scholastic Press Association's
national rating service.
Miscellany has been notified it is a nominee for Gold or Silver
Crown Awards. The winners of this will be announced in March.
Miscellany was noted for its artistic contributions, the
attractivesnesign, the university's support of the arts, and editor's
courage in selecting for publication submissions of strong and bold
artistic merit.
Malone Tumlin, editor; Shannon Brett, Jamie Murdock, editorial
members; and Olivia Edenfieo;, advisor, made up the stafff.

'Black American Composer' exhibition

An exhibit of sheet music covers illustrating changes in the way
black American musicians have been viewed over the past 100 years,
began Feb. 2 at the GSU museum.
As part of the annual Black Awareness Month observances at
GSU, the exhibit shows both the stereotypes and growing successes of
black composers and performers between 1890 and WWII.
Organized by Saul Zalesch of the Department of Art, the show is
sponsored by the Black Awareness Month Committee.
Ther is no charge for admission. Its hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m, Sundays.

Students selected for Governor's Intern

Thomas Paul Theiemans of Griffin was selected to intern with
High Museum of Art in Atlanta. Thieiemans was selected through the
Governor's Intern Program which gives students work experience for
one academic term in a governmental or non-profit agency.
Krista Farmakis ofAtlanta was also selected to interm through the
Governor's Intern Program. Farmakis will be interning with the
Georgia Council on Aging.

Statesboro Police Department
Saturday, February 1

• Laura Ann Wallace, 21, of
Atlanta, was charged with
driving under the influence.
• Jeffrey Stephen Dewitt
reported a handgun missing

from his South College Street
apartment.

Friday, January 30

• An off-campus female
GSU student reported receiving harassing phone calls from
an unidentified white male.

Union camp
sponsors
teachers
institute

This summer, teachers will
be able to study how the state's
natural resources become part
of the economy through products and jobs when the 21st
annual Teachers Environment
and Technology Institute
(TETI) is funded by Union
Camp at GSU.
More than 472 teachers
have participated in the summer workshop since TETI's inception. Twenty five scholarships are being offered for this
year's June 15-July 10 session.
The intensive indoor-outdoor course is open to teachers
at all grade levels and in all
disciplines. The institute calls
on consultants from government, industry, science and
education as visiting lecturers
for classroom studies and on
field trips. Teachers will visit
sites ranging from natural areas and tree nurseries to water
treatment plants and paper
mills.
Among the topics covered
during the four weeks are forest economics, hazardous
waste disposal, geology,
wildlife conservation and energy.
Teachers keep diaries of
their daily activities. The
workshop ends with a display
of exhibits developed by the
participants on sorpe aspect of
their summer experience.
The purpose of the course is
to allow teachers to integrate
new perspectives on Georgia's
resources and man's use of
them into their classroom
teaching.
Scholarship applications are
available from GSU's Division
of Continuing Education.
Talented high school art
students in Georgia are vying
for honors in the Scholastic Art
Awards, a national juried art
competition at GSU.
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GSU student is an aspiring playwright

Barbara Donnelly's next play, 'The Eating of Myself,' is in the works
By Carlton Dickerson

Staff Writer

GSU has on its campus
many talented students, and
among these is Barbara
Donnelly. She is a senior
English major and member of
Chi Omega sorority who is already making a name for herself as a successful playwright.
She had her first play, "Of
Tragic Misconceptions," produced here at GSU last fall.
The play was an incredible
success.
Donnelly says that she had
her first desire to write when
she was in the second grade.
While in the second grade she
wrote a short story titled the
"Trashcan Knight." It was
published in a Californian literary magazine. This is quite
impressive for anyone, but a
second-grader doing this is just
remarkable.

Donnelly also enjoys writing
poetry. Poetry is more of a
hobby for her than writing
other types of genre but she

still excels in it. An example of
her excellent ability in poetry
is when in high school she won
a national poetic contest.

When Donnelly arrived at
GSU she immediately got involved with acting and writing
workshops. The different
workshops are what helped
fuel her inspiration for her
play
"Of
Tragic
Misconceptions," which received positive reviews. She is
currently in the process of directing and producing her new
play which is titled "The
Eating of Myself."
Donnelly said that this play
is "along a more serious vein
than
'Of
Tragic
Misconceptions.' I wished to
confront a huge social problem
on college campuses: the eating disorder bulimia."
Barbara's future plans are
to graduate,move to New York
and support herself as a
writer, but for the time being,
GSU can look forward to more
of her remarkable work.

College Republicans offer political insight
By Carolyn McWilliams

Staff Writer

The College Republicans is a
group on campus that gives
students insight into the world
of politics. The group consists
of approximately 25 to 30
members who have an outside
interest in government.
Some objectives of the group
are to provide leadership
training and campaign
experience.
Individuals gain leadership
experience through planning
fund-raisers for the group.
They also work to improve
their organizational and media
relations skills by inviting
speakers to campus.
"We try to invite well-known
speakers," said Ken Ward,
Vice-President of the College
Republicans. "This way the

student body is interested and
we are able to meet several
political-officials."
For example, last spring the
group hosted Johnny Isakson,
who ran for governor against
Zell Miller. Next quarter they
have invited newspaper
columnist Pat Buchanan, who
is running for president, to
speak to the student body.
Another aspect of the
College Republicans is that
they provide their members
with
actual
campaign
experience. The group offers

opportunities to work on local,
state and national campaigns.
They help candidates in their
election campaigns. The group
recently supported Isakson's
effort by handing out stickers
and providing information to
voters about their candidate.
The College Republicans is a
group on campus that gives
students insight into the world
of politics. The group consists
of approximately 25 to 30
members who have an outside
interest in government.
Some objectives of the group
are to provide leadership
training and campaign
experience.
Individuals gain leadership
experience. The group offers
opportunities to work on local,
state and national campaigns.
They help candidates in their
election campaigns. The group
recently supported Isakson's

effort by handing out stickers
and providing information to
voters about their candidate.
experience through planning
fund-raisers for the group.
They also work to improve
their organizational and media
relations skills by inviting
speakers to campus.
'We try to invite well-known
speakers," said Ken Ward,
Vice-President of the College
Republicans. "This way the
student body is interested and
we are able to meet several
political officials."
For example, last spring the
group hosted Johnny Isakson,
who ran for governor against
Zell Miller. Next quarter they
have invited newspaper
columnist Pat Buchanan, who
is running for president, to
See Repulbicans, page 9

Soul food can be healthy if precautions are taken
Soulful Nutrition

People think nothing of eating a variety of ethnic foods,
such as Chinese, Mexican,
Middle Eastern and Indian.
However, soul food tends not
to
receive
the
same
consideration, since it usually
invokes images of fatty pork,
chicken deep-fried in lard
(pork fat) and high cholesterol
desserts, such as sweet potatoe
pie. Many nutritionists have
also gone as far as to say that
soul food can inflict poor
health on an entire race of
people.
There is actually much that
is healthful about soul food. "A
number of black chefs are now
devising ways to cut down on
its high salt, fat and cholesterol content - without cutting
out its soul," says Tayna Y.
Wright of New York Times
Magazine.
Soul food is the ethnic cooking of black Americans - a variety of dishes created with ingredients from Africa, the
Caribbean and the American
South. To this day recipes are
usually not saved in writing,
but because of oral tradition,
which is an important part of
black culture, they are preserved and passed down from
generation to generation.
"When I cook, I never
measure or weigh anything,"
says Verta Mae SmartsGrosvenor in her book
Vibration Cooking. "I cook by
vibration."
Soul food is one of the few
links between American blacks
and their African heritage.
Many soul food dishes originated in West Africa, including
gumbo, a soup thickened with
okra; lima beans and rice with
pork, and kidney beans and
black-eyed peas with rice
(known as Hoppin' John).
Africans who were transported
to the Caribbean combined the
dishes they knew from home
with typical West Indian ingredients such as hot peppers
and garlic to develop Creole

HEALTH AND FITNESS
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Donald Jordan
cooking. In the American
South, blacks expanded their
dishes to include various foods
eaten by Southern whites, including macaroni and cheese,
fried chicken and barbecued
spare ribs.
When Africans were forced
to become slaves, slave master
leftovers were the only foods
available to them. When their
masters ate turnips, slaves
had the tough, bitter turnip
greens. When slave owners ate
ham, bacon and sausage — giving rise to the phrase "eating
high on the hog" - slaves were
given the less desirable and, at
times, fattier parts of the pig,
such as the shoulder ("ham
hock"), feet ("trotters'), snout
("snoot"), neck, backbone,
stomach and intestines. Also,

slaves rarely ate tender white
potatoes; instead they were
given harsher sweet potatoes
and yams, which in Africa
were symbols of human fertility.
Blacks learned to make
turnip greens tender and flavorful by boiling them with
ham hocks. Also, they made
the dish known as chitlins by
scraping the skin of pig intestines and then boiling them
for hours with vinegar and
sprinkling them with hot
sauce. "Soul food is survival
food," says Jessica B. Harris, a
culinary historian. "Slaves
made the best of a bad lot."
Much of the soul food at
that time has contributed to a
legacy of poor health that still

goes on today. A recent study
done at Pennsylvania State
University found the typical
Afro-American diet low in
fiber, calcium and potassium,
and high in fat, salt and
cholesterol. These types of
foods contribute significantly
to many potentially fatal diseases, including hypertension
and diabetes, which are found
much more often in blacks
than in whites. According to
the National Center for Health
Statistics, 21 out of every
100,000 blacks die of diabetes,
compared with about 15 out of
every 100,000 whites. Also,
there are twice as many blacks
who suffer from hypertension
than there are whites.
Despite these problems,
there are several aspects of
soul food that are very nutritious. For one, it relies greatly
on greens, yellow vegetables,
black-eyed peas and lima
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A zany, and provocative celebration of safer sex

Suzy Landolphi
Thursday, Feb. 6
8 pm
Union Ballroom
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Long
Walk Home
Sunday & Monday

Curly Sue

See Health, page 9
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Mixed reviews

A workshop on liability and campus violence was
held Thursday night. Student groups were required
to send a minimum of two represenatives or risk
having their group removed from the list of official
student orginizations.
By threatening to remove the student groups that
didn't attend, the administration cast a pall over
what might have been a laudable effort. The requirement only served to make the groups not want
to listen to what they were being told.
Removing a student group for merely not attending a "workshop" is serious business, and should
not have been used at all. Threats don't work when
you are trying to communicate with someone.
What also didn't help was that the speakers
spoke about the increasing severity of violent incidents at GSU, while at the same time attempting to
assure the students that the campus was still a safe
one.
Which message were the students supposed to be
listening to?
It is good that the administration has decided to
become involved in teaching students about violence
and alcohol responsibility, but they went about it
the wrong way.

Why men are afraid
of doing the laundry
I have here a letter from
Alison Schuler of Albuquerque,
N.M. (motto: 'The City That Is
Probably Spelled Wrong"). Ms.
Schuler is concerned about the
issue of How Guys Do
Laundry. She relates the following anecdote:
"My husband announced
one morning that he had discovered the previous night, on
the eve of a two-day business
trip, that he was out of underwear. Why he told me, I do not
know. I never tell HIM when
I'M out of underwear. Anyway,
he decided to remedy the situation in true guy fashion, by
washing exactly three sets of
underwear, thus disregarding
the bulging hamper full of the
rest of his underwear, which,
presumably, would wash itself
during his absence."
Ms. Schuler's letter serves
to remind us of the importance
of not engaging in sexist
stereotyping. We must never
make blanket gender-based
statements such as: "Men always hog the blanket." Just
because Ms. Schuler's husband
doesn't do the laundry, that
doesn't mean that there aren't
millions upon millions of males
who DO do the laundry, then
hang it out to dry under the
three suns of the Planet
Xoomar, where they live. Most
males here on Earth, however,
do not do any more laundry
than they absolutely have to. A

-» *rli^
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Dave Barry
single-sock load would not be
out of the question, for a guy.
A guy might well choose to
wash ONLY THE REALLY
DIRTY PART OF THE SOCK.
At first glance, this behavior
might seem to be reprehensible, but in fact there's a simple, logical explanation for it:
Men are worthless scum.
No, seriously, the explanation is that many men are
AFRAID to do laundry, especially laundry belonging to
people of other genders, because they (the males) might
get into Big Trouble. I know I
would. In our household we
have a lot of sensitive garments with laundering-instruction tags full of strict instructions like:
DO
NOT MACHINEWASH. DO NOT USE
BLEACH. DO NOT USE HOT
WATER. DO NOT USE
WARM WATER. DO NOT
USE ANY WATER. DO NOT
TOUCH THIS GARMENT
WITHOUT
SURGICAL
GLOVES.
PUT
THIS
See Barry, page 8
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Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All

Tuesday, February 4, 1992

Your newspaper: dispelling the myths
As long as I have worked for
this newspaper, the misconceptions students and faculty
have about the George-Anne
never cease to surprise me.
One gentleman the other
day asked me how much it
would cost to put an article in
the paper. Resisting temptation, I explained that it didn't
cost anything. It turned out
that it was a "letter to the editor."
No charge for those, either.
Around the time I became
editor, I was talking to a highlevel administrator, (not
named for his protection) who
was surprised to hear that the
staff of the George-Anne was
not made up of volunteers.
Yep - we get paid for doing
this.
Some in the past have
thought that since the GeorgeAnne is the official school
newspaper of GSU, that the
administration tells us what
we can and cannot print.
This is not the case. No
member of the faculty reviews
any stories or opinions before
they go into the newspaper.
Everything you read goes
through STUDENT editors,
.and student editors only.
Our ads are sold by and
most are created by students.
We only hire student writers.
Our entire photography staff is
made up of students and the
people who paste the paper together are students.
You can't get much more of
a student newspaper than
that.
There have been others who
have expected preferential

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK...
Gary A Witte

Everything you see goes through student
editors, and student editors only..... You can't get
much more of a student newspaper than that.
treatment - or "positive" news
coverage - just because they
advertise with us.
News and advertising are
seperate departments. We
don't withhold editorials or
stories just because we think it
might offend someone who advertises with us.
Letters to the editor seem to
create a great deal of confusion
also. Last quarter, several
people accused me (behind my
back) of cutting the "good
parts" out of one gentleman's
letter to the editor.
In truth, I cut one sentence
that had little to nothing to do
with the rest of the letter. The
only reason I cut it was due to
length.
Since that time I have not
cut anything from anyone's letter. They run in their entirety,
even if I have to make room for
them.
Unless the letter isn't
signed, that is.
For example, there would
have been four letters about
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in
this issue, but one of the submitted was signed "Tired of

being direspected." The letter
had no name listed, no phone
number so I could get in touch
with them, no nothing.
Needless to say, I won't be
running Mr. Disrespected's
letter.
I cannot run a letter unless
it's signed. If you don't want
your name run with it, fine.
Just ask me in the letter not to
run your name. It's that simple.
Some other points of confusion I have listed here for your
quick perusal:
• You do not have to be a
journalism major to write for
us. We will work with those of
you who wouldn't know a journalistic lead if it dropped out of
the sky and hit you in the
head. Come see us if you want
a job.
• No, you cannot get your
name withheld from the Police
Beat. Not even if you ask real
nicely with sugar on top. If you
don't want your name listed,
then don't do something to get
your name given tc us by the
authorities.
• While we do accent free

classifieds from students and
faculty, we DON'T accept them
over the phone. Either mail
them to us (25 words or less),
or bring it up to our office at
room 111 of the Williams
Center.
• For the first two weeks of
every quarter, the GeorgeAnne publishes only once a
week. After this time, we go to
twice a week, Tuesdays and
Fridays.
• We stop publishing approximately two weeks before
finals. This is so our beleagured editors can attempt
to catch up on their classwork
and not fail all their courses.
Besides, who's going to read a
newspaper when they're getting ready for finals?
• We are NOT published by
the Statesboro Herald. We are
the school newspaper, not the
Statesboro Herald's newspaper.
• If you want something in
the paper, you should either
call us and let us know OR
write a press release. The
press release is the best
method.
Unfortuneately, we can't
cover everything that happens
on campus - try as we might so write it down and send it to
L.B. 8001. We want to get as
much information out as possible. (Pictures help also.)
Suggestions? Questions?
Criticisms? Write a letter to
the editor (L.B. 8001).
But don't forget to sign it.
Recommended Reading:
Arkham Asylum — By Grant
Morrison and Dave McKean

King holiday should celebrate human rights everywhere
Dear Editor,

This letter is in response to
another published on Jan. 28
concerning Dr. Martin Luther
King's holiday celebration. The
writer of the former letter
stated several reasons for the
opposition of the holiday. I
would like to present my views
on why I support Dr. King's
holiday.
The focus of the holiday is
not only to remember Dr. King
and his significance in the civil
rights movement, but it should
also be a celebration of human
rights around the world.

It was stated in the former
letter that we should recognize
the accomplishments of our
country's "real" leaders such as
George Washington and
Abraham Lincoln because they
led this country during times
of war. Dr. King was a leader
during a time of war too. He
was a leader in the battle for
human rights. He displayed
tremendous courage in fighting
this war with words instead of
guns and knives.
This holiday is not designed
to honor a life tragically cut
short; it celebrates the life of

King: leader for human rights
Dear Editor,

This is in response to the
person who wrote the letter to
the editor concerning whether
or not Dr. Martin Luther King
should have a holiday.
First off, Dr. King was a
great man. I suppose that simple statement could have been
expressed more eloquently.
Alas, I am not an eloquent
man.
I could've said he was a humanitarian, a defender of
rights (of women as well as
men), a man who had a vision
that perhaps was greater than
he was. He was after all only a
man. An imperfect being like
us all.
Yet this one man, through
his love for all people - yes,
even you Mr. Name withheld
upon request - planted a seed
in the hearts and minds of a
nation. Dr. King forced a
prejudiced country's conscience
to wake up and look in upon itself, and the whole world
turned a critical eye upon
America.
The problem is, I'm afraid
you'll never realize or understand what Dr. King really did.
Somehow I suspect your rights
never needed defending. How
can you understand the gift he
gave to black people? The

rights he risked and gave up
his life to gain were rights you
already possessed. Rights you
could squander as you saw fit.
Are you ready to die for your
beliefs? Dr. King did. He gave
up his life so that I could go to
GSU. So I could write a rebuttal to prejudiced trash like
yours and not fear for my family's life. Dr. King gave us hope,
no, the inspiration to hope.
And the motivation to fight an
ongoing battle that's been uphill ever since.
Yes, I could have said a lot
of things about Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., but so much
has been said already, both
bad and good. He deserves
more than a holiday. He deserves his life, but since racism
snuffed that candle, a holiday
will have to do.
I'm sure you will continue to
hold your beliefs as I will mine.
Ironically, Dr. King fought for
your right to do just that.
They say Dr. King had a
dream. You know what? So did
I. In my dream Elvis was shining Dr. King's shoes. And if
making his birthday a national
holiday upsets you that much,
you ain't seen nothing yet!

Richard Garner

Sophomore English major

an honorable man and the values of love, peace, and equality
that he expounded. Dr. King
did not preach civil disobedience. He preached for social reformation of a system that only
benifitted certian segments of
society.
The recent claims of
plagerism on his dissertation
are another attempt by certian
factions in this country to
downplay the importance of
the man. Why did these claims
not surface during Dr. King's
lifetime? The answer is that he
would be around to answer and
dismiss these claims.

In the 1960's he was
branded by many in this country as a communist. This was
an attempt by those same factions to discredit Dr. King and
the civil rights movement. The
media has tried to use these
same tactics to destroy another
great African-American,
Malcom X.
Today we are finally starting to appreciate the greatness
of men such as Martin and
Malcom and the powerful messages of social reform that they
preached.

Ernest Jackson

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns from
people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern University Community. All copy
submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on Macintosh disk in
Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must be signed and include a
mailing address and phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain
anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the name.
Submissions are run on a space-available basis.

Intolerance, racism will fail
Dear Editor,

Mr. or Miss Unknown (be
you student or faculty:
I would like to welcome you
to "The New School"... A school
of thought in which the AfroAmerican culture is as widely
accepted as the Euro-culture
we live in today.
This is the beginning of the
time where whites learn to
understand blacks and blacks
learn to understand whites.
Those who fail this school, will
simply fall to the wayside.
Those that express this
intolerance for others, simply
because of their racial
differences, are those people
who WILL fail.
As Mr. Unknown clearly
stated, he does not know all
the facts and so assumes that
Martin Luther King's life is too
full of blemishes to deserve the
respect of those other "real"
leaders.
Well, Mr. Unknown... It was
nice of you to mention only the
good points of leaders like dear

Uncle Abe and GW [George
Washington],
and then
mention only the bad points
about Rev. King. Mr. Unknown
would just as soon give a
holiday to the criminal
president Nixon before he
would think about giving one
to Rev. Martin Luther King.
Your thoughts are much too
biased to be of any consideration. This next MLK day, when
you're sitting at home wackin'
your weasel, why don't you
read up on the lives of
Washington, Lincoln and then
Rev King.You'll then see that
their lives are no more perfect
than Rev. King's.
Who knows, maybe then
you'll see the only truth to your
letter to the editor [Jan. 28],
was mentioning the Reverend
Martin
Luther
King's
"Praiseworthy efforts" and
noting him as "...the most
prominent name in America's
civil rights campaign."

Steven Guzman

Junior Biology major
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Mid-quarter, the fun
really begins... don't
miss this lecture!

'It's Showtime at the Apollo

By Mike Donohoe

GSU News Service

Keith 'Preacher' Brownif
winner of the Apollo
night held iqst Wednesday, performs his sermon. Brown was judged
winner of the competition by audience approval. Brown's speech
emulated the Reverend
Martin Luther King,
Junior's speech with
Brown's own comments
added. Apollo night was
sponsored by Union
Productions. {Photo by
Bob Schwindler.)

It's getting to that point in
the quarter where you think
you need a little break. Midterms are approaching and
there goes your g.p.a. If you
think you've got it bad, think
about me. I've only got one
CLEC program to tell you
about this week (usually
there's 3 or 4) and I have to fill
a whole column. Anyway, I'll
give it the old college try.
This week, CLEC and the
Biology Department present
Dr. James H. Cane, who comes
to us from Auburn University.
Dr. Cane will present a talk
titled "Pollination Quality
Influences
Temporal
Competition for Avian Seed
Dispersal: The Early Berry
Gets the Bird." The talk will
take place at noon in room 218
of the biology Building. For
additional information, you
may contact Dr. Daniel V.
Hagen at 681-5487.
Upcoming CLEC Event:
Free to all students, faculty

ECLECTIC
COLUMN
and staff, tickets for the Falla
Guitar Trio are available now
at the Union Information desk.
The group will be here
Monday, February 17 at 8 p.m.
in the Foy Recital Hall. Their
music ranges from classical to
jazz to blues. Their first release, "Virtuoso Music For
Three Guitars," won a Record
of the Year award from Stereo
Review and was used in the
soundtrack of Blake Edwards's
motion picture Skin Deep.
For more information on
any CLEC event, you may
contact the CLEC office at 6815434.
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World can be divided into those who do and dont balance bank statements
By Loraine O'Connell

Orlando Sentinel

Check it out.
Every month, George Gross
of Orlando studies his bank
statement, searching for bank
foul-ups and savoring the hunt
for that entry that will reconcile the bank's version of his
finances with his own.
Meanwhile, in another part
of Orlando, Donna Brown ignores her bank statements, allowing them to pile up until
she absolutely, positively HAS
to deal with them. Her approach to checkbook balancing? Fear and loathing.
As everyone knows, the
world can be divided into all
manner of people, depending
on the whims of the dividers.
One clear-cut demarcation is
between those who faithfully
balance their checkbooks and
those who don't.
Those who do balance
please their CPAs and bankers
to no end.
"All we do is confirm what
they have," said Howard
Manison, a certified public accountant in Winter Park. "The
client does the balancing, then
we do it. It agrees, and we
have no problem."
Those who don't balance irk
their CPAs and bankers to no
end.

"Bankers don't like to talk
to people like that," said
Donna Kuykendall, assistant
vice president of operations for
SunBank Sun Center.
So what makes one person
turn out to be a balancer and
another a non-balancer?
You guessed it: Mom and
Dad.
Frances Feldman, a professor emerita of social work at
the University of Southern
California, has studied the sociological and psychological
meanings of money for almost
50 years. She says that our developmental experiences profoundly influence the way we
handle money.
Take, for example, the fanatical checkbook balancers
who agonize if the numbers
don't jibe, who sacrifice sleep
and social life to find that
missing dime.
Typically, they come from
families where there simply
was no balance between thrift
and profligacy, Feldman says.
In some cases, the parents

were tightwads who would
rather do without than part
with a buck; in others, the parents were spendthrifts whose
most regular visitors were bill
collectors.
The offspring of both types
of parents "learn to watch every penny for themselves because they don't want to be in
the same kind of position."
Then there are the less-obsessed balancers. They don't
anguish over their bank
statement - they just make a
point of comparing it to their
checkbook and are efficient at
tracking down every penny.
"Many of them need to have
a sense of control over their
own affairs," said Feldman,
"and they exercise that control
by this kind of careful examination."
Then there are the people
for whom balancing the checkbook is, in Feldman's words, "a
game, just a form of recreation."
Gross, an engineer, falls
into
several
of these
categories.
First and foremost, there's
the challenge.
"It's kind of fun to find the
answer. When you do you're
elated. It's like scoring a point
in a game. You've won!"
Gross also carries with him
memories of the Depression.
"I was too little to know

ATMs-the
bane of
bankers and
non-balancers

By Loraine O'Connell

Orlando Sentinel

Complicating the lives of
those who don't balance their
bank statements is that symbol of America's passion for
cash: the automatic teller
machine.
Too often, people withdraw money from their
checking accounts but forget
to enter the transaction in
their checkbook, bankers
say. Or machine-users take
out too much, depleting their
available funds, then blitheabout it, but you live in the
household and you understand
when they're talking about
how important every penny
is."
In addition, Gross says, it's
just his nature to be precise that's why he was drawn to
engineering.
"Engineering is absolute
precision. You make as few
mistakes
as
possible.
Everything is checked and
rechecked."

ley write checks that bounce
all over town.
Some of these errant souls
have learned that what technology giveth, technology
can taketh away when one
doesn't keep track of one's
transactions.
"If I see somebody has a
tendency to continue to use
the ATMs and is out there
writing bad checks, I have
our data center block their
card,"
said
Donna
Kuykendall, assistant vice
president of operations for
SunBank Sun Center.
"The next time the customer goes to the machine, it
takes his card away. It just
sucks it into the machine
and keeps it."
Accckkk! A fate worse
than debt!
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If you give a crap...

Get involved!

SNOOKY'S
Restaurant

The Friendly Diner
^e Co0/.
x" Starting at O'

$3.49

January Special

2/$1.50

Sausage,
Counrtry Ham,
or Bacon Biscuit

489 - 3307

jfW B^
o^- Waffles

Blueberry
Pancakes
&more

■I
Located across from
"ours.
Wal-Mart next
6:30 am - 3:00 pm Franklin Chevrolet

Come Taste The
Cream of The CROP

Home of Thousands, a local band, recently won the runner-up spot
in Bandemonium '92 in Savannah. The group also received best
instrumental and best vocal performance awards. Band members
are Brian Bice on lead vocals and guitars, Ban Thompson on bass
and backing vocals, and Jason Buecker on drums and backing
vocals. (Special photo.)

r

i0%OFF^
No sale
items.

■J.

Baskin

Robbins

606 Fair Road
681-1227

Good Home Cooking!"

I Open Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCh* & DINNER f

i

(LUNCH & DINNER BUFFET)

Student Meal Tickets -

10% Discount on purchase of $100 or more meal ticket

11 E. Kennedy St.

+

Statesboro

Your Eyes Have It!

i§

Specializing In
Eyecare
& Contact Lenses
for GSU Students
and Faculty

Dr. Sherri Becker
OPTOMETRIST
Office Hours:

Mon-Wed 8:30am - 5:30pm
Thurs 9:30am - 7:00pm
Fri 8:30 - 3:00pm

9 Lester Road • 764 - 5609
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ROD'S
REVIEW
Rod Swinson
A couple of weeks ago, I
wrote a column concerning
the lack of attendance at the
GSU Eagle basketball games.
Many people came up to
me expressing interest in the
column (quite favorable to
the cause), but wondered why
-1 never offered a solution.
Well, originally I had offered a solution, but that part
of the column was cut to allot
for space in the paper.
Let's address the matter
again.
I know you haven't had a
chance to do anything about
the attendance as of yet because the team has been on
the road lately.
But I'm going to add a
little more fuel to the fire
while there is still smoke ascending.
I don't think we (the student body) shoud discriminate when it comes to support
for GSU athletics.
There is definitely a visual difference in the treatment of basketball and football involving the student
body.
(1 wouldn't dare say anything about any other groups
on this campus showing preferential treatment to any
sport in the sports arena at
GSU. I'll leave that to higher
authority, if the case and
point EVER occurs.) Is there
irony in that statement?????
Hmmm...
Back to the point.
I am not going to say that
I did not mean to belabor the
point in the other column on
school support because I did .
We definitely have a team
that is playing hard and providing some excitement accompanied by a winning
record.
I feel that we should come
out and support this team.
How can we ever expect to
get that atmosphere that encourages big networks and
big time teams to come here
if "we the students" don't
create that atmosphere.
Thus far, the sixth-man
(the CAMPUS) has not made
a contribution to the team.
We need to give the team
the support and motivation
they deserve to push them toward that Mar. 11 date on
ESPN and make our Hanner
Fieldhouse the sight and
sound of a Dick Vitale "Get a
T-0 BABY!"
Stop making excuses and
let's get out and really support the Eagle basketball
team for a change.
We as a CAMPUS are
major factors in the sports
world.
If we are to create the type
atmosphere that accompany
the schools like Duke,
Indiana, Ohio St., and/or
Arkansas, we must become
more involved.
Those schools are in a different arena, you say ?
Yes they are, but those
schools had a beginning.
Remember, we just obtained University status. We
could be on the brink of
something big here if we
would try and accelerate our
upward mobility.

Eagles alone atop the TAAC

GSU tops Hatters, 103 -67
By Rod Swinson

Staff Writer

The Eagles topped the
Hatters of Stetson 103-67 in an
awesome display of defense
and offense Thursday night in
Deland, Florida.
Southern anticipated a
rough road in Florida but definitely showed that they were
focused on the task.
The Eagles display a quick
and versatile team but Stetson
was labeled to be even quicker
and more versatile.
All things considered, the
Eagles came ready to play.
The Eagles were led by Tony
Windless who played an excellent game on both ends of the
floor.
Windless scored a gamehigh 21 points and 9 rebounds
while playing tenacious deSenior guard Wendell Charles scored 17 points in the Eagle victory fense holding Stetson's Mark
over Stetson. GSU is currently 7-0 in conference play. (Phota by Jesse Brisker, the TAAC's leading
Stribling)
scorer with a 24.1 average, to

Eagles stretch lead over FIU
By Rod Swinson

Staff Writer

The Georgia Southern
Eagles took a commanding
lead in the TAAC by defeating
second
place
Florida
International 76-72 Saturday
night in Miami.
The Eagles overcame a
sluggish start and regained
their composure in the second
half to defeat the Golden
Panthers.
The Eagles were led by
Senior forward Tony Windless
who scored 21 points.
On the heels of a blow-out at i
Stetson, the Eagles made their
traditional quick start by
taking a 9-2 lead early in the
first half.
The Golden Panthers came
clawing back and tied the
game at 17-17 at the midway
point of the first half.
The Eagles struggled to stay
close for the remainder of the
first half.
With 3:15 seconds remaining in the half, the Panthers
held a 30-26 lead, but the
Eagles fought back.
Joby Powell powered his
way up for a slam to tie the
game 32-32 with only a couple
of minutes remaining in the
first half.
The Eagles took a two point
lead at 34-32 when Dexter
Abrams grabbed an offensive
rebound and followed it up
with a score.
With the final seconds ticking off the clock to end the
half, Golden Panther Ted
Guilbeaux drained a three
pointer to give his team a 3534 lead going into the locker
room.
Things didn't look like they
were going to change much
after halftime. as the teams

r

5SlPE

We do have a winning
basketball team this year.
And as a result of this winning team we have a chance
to get some attention.
Now, considering the
team has been on an extensive road trip (one which they
fared very well) and is now
home, we should make a real
effort to make things better.
If the football team can
draw roughly 20+ thousand
with some sitting on the
grass, I know that the basketball team can get some five
plus thousand to show up.
The first opportunity to
make better will be Thursday
night in Hanner at 7:30.
Come out and render your
support.
Let's get "Hyped."

counter-punched for the first
part of the second half.
With 12:02 remaining in the
game the Eagles evened the
score at 48-48.

Charlton Young, playing in
his hometown for the first time
since high school, overcame a
slow first half and scored 12
big points in the second half to
finish with 14 points.
Then, the Eagles went on a
crucial run.
With 8:02 remaining Young
hit a three pointer to give the
Eagles a nine point lead at 5748.
The Eagles held the Golden
Panthers scoreless for 7:38,
while scoring 15 points to give
them a 63-48 lead with 5:00
remaining in the game.
Powell hit a lay-up to match
the Eagles largest lead on the
night at 15 with 4:03 left in the
contest at 65-50.
The Golden Panthers
outscored the Eagles for the
remainder of the game, but
could never take the lead.
The Golden Panthers made
a 12-7 run in the final minute
to create some tense moments.
The Golden Panthers scored
four consecutive points to cut
the lead to seven at 71-64 on a
Guilbeaux layup and a pair of
free throws by Dwight
Stewart, who had a game-high
22 points.
Benny Valdes scored a layup
to cut the lead to five at 71-66
with 43 seconds left in the
game.
But Calvin Sinkfield was
fouled on a dunk and made the
free throw to make the score
74-66.
Wendell Charles hit a couple of free throws to give the
Eagles a ten point lead at 7666.
Stewart
and
Grady

only 12 points on the night.
Southern also got a major
contribution from Senior guard
Wendell Charles who hit 6 of 8
from the floor scoring 17
points.
Calvin Sinkfield who was
injured earlier in the season
added 16 big points and Dexter
Abrams scored 11.
The Eagles got out to their
usual early start hitting three
pointers from every where and
maintaining a tight grip on the
Hatter's offense.
The Eagles led 46-24 at the
half and never let up.
The 36-point margin of vic-

GOLF CENTER

LOCATED BEHIND PAULSON
STADIUM NEXT TO THE
SOUTHERN BOOSTERS
WATER TOWER

Thompson hit three pointers in
the final 20 seconds for the
Golden Panthers, but it was to
late to catch the Eagles.
Sinkfield, who scored in
double figures in his second
straight game, had 17 points
and Abrams added 15 points
with 11 rebounds.

FIU's Guilbeaux had 18
points and Sean Prude added
12.
The Eagles have their
biggest cushion in the TAAC
at 7-0, 16-4 overall, while FIU
dropped to 4-3 TAAC, 7-11
overall, tied with Stetson for
second in the league.
The Eagles will host
Samford Thursday night at
7:30
p.m.
in
Hanner
Fieldhouse.

tory was the Eagles largest
since a 98-51 win over Fort
Valley State in 1986.
The 103 points scored
marked the eighth time this
season the Eagles have scored
over 100 points which is a
school record.
The victory also contributed
to another record.
This win gave Coach Frank
Kerns his 200th victory at
GSU.
The Eagles extend their
record to 15-4 overall and 6-0
to lead the TAAC which is
their best start ever in league
play.

• LARGE PUTTING GREEN
• RANGE BALLS $2.00
PER BUCKET
• PRIVATE GOLF LESSONS
SUPPLIES FOR SALE
RANGE IS OPEN DURING
GOLF CLASSES

******************************
*
*
»
,

Free Golf Clinic
Sat., Feb. 1st 2:00 pm
All in attendance will get 1
FREE bucket of golf balls

******************************

OPEN DAILY, MONDAY-SATURDAY

PRO SHOP-681-9100

If you
think you
your food

You need to join our support group. If you have or think
you might have an eating disorder like anorexia nervosa,
bulimia, or compulsive overeating, then join us. There's
more than a slim chance we can help.
For more information, call
(912) 489-3605 or 1-800-548-8169.
Support Group Meeting
12 noon every Tuesday
23 Lester Road
(Across from Statesboro High School)

Clark
Center
23 Lester Road, Statesboro, Georgia

mm
EMOTIONS
mrr\"

*
*
»
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Lady Eagles defeat College of Charleston
By Eric Weisenmiller

top, 59-58.
The Lady Cougars kept it
close for the next seven and a
The Lady Eagles outlasted half minutes.
the Lady Cougars of the
With 3:08 remaining, a Tara
College of Charleston 80-70 Currin jumper put C of C
Friday evening in a game within one point of the GSU
which GSU seemed to have lead.
wrapped up by halftime.
At the 2:52 mark senior
After scoring first and forward
Gwen
Thomas
jumping out to a 24-11 completed a three point play
advantage at the 12:15 mark of after being fouled on a lay-up
the first half the Lady Eagles down low.
held the lead, which was as
A Stephanie Christmas
much as 14 at one point,
scoring drive put the Lady
throughout the entirety of the
Eagles out in front 74-68 with
first half.
1:50 left to play.
Although the second half
Thomas clinched the game
saw the GSU lead slip away
at the foul line by hitting both
during a brief lapse, the Lady
ends of a one and one. The
Eagles were able to rebuild a
lead increased to ten after
lead over the Lady Cougars
another Thomas lay-up with
down the stretch to even their
32.5 ticks left on the clock.
overall record at 10-10 and
Thomas was bound to a
claim their third straight-win.
limit on her amount of playing
"We did a good job of
time due to a low iron count in
attacking their weaknesses in
her blood.
the first half , but in the
Despite her limitations as
second half we had trouble
scored 14 points and grabbed 8
executing our game plan
rebounds in her 20 minutes of
inside," said coach Drema
play.
Greer.
The Lady Eagles were led in
Despite being down by 13
the scoring category by
points at halftime (48-35) the
freshman guard Janice
Lady Cougars went on a 16-0
Johnson's 15 points and 10
rampage to steal away the lead
rebounds.
with 11:01 remaining in the
Jill Dunn chipped in 13
game.
points
and
Stephanie
C of C enjoyed the scant,
Christmas added 12.
one point advantage for only a
Subricca Smith scored eight
few precious moments.
points and Tara Anderson was
A minute and a half later
Gwenda Smith (#20) looks to pass to Tara Anderson (#32) during the College of Charleston game. The
the Lady Eagles were back on
Lady Eagles won their third straight game over the Lady Cougars Friday. (Photo by Jesse Stribling)
Sports Editor

Swimmers sink FAMU
By John Munford

Staff Writer

The GSU Eagle Swim Team
drowned visiting Florida A&M
in their last home meet at
Hanner Natatorium last
Saturday.
When all the water settled,
the men came out with a 13460 victory and the women
emerged with a 133-66 victory
over the Rattlers.
Lady Eagle Stacy Scheible
led the way, breaking the
school record in the 100-yard
backstroke, while her teammates won nine of their 12
events at the meet.

Lady Eagle Head Coach
Scott Farmer feels confident
about his team going into the
Southern Conference meet,
where the Lady Eagles are
three-time defending champions.
"All our dual meets are
stepping stones to the final
meet. I feel they'll do very
well," said Farmer.
Other Lady Eagles capturing first place finishes were
Karen Hurley in the 1000-yd
freestyle, Karen McWhirter in
the 200-yd individual medley,
Nikki Bruemmer in 3-meter
diving, Claire Nighswonger in

the 100-yd butterfly and Vicki
Hacklin in the 500-yd
freestyle.
Among the men garnering
first place wins were Brett
Stilling in' the 1000-yd
freestyle, Andrew Hite in the
200-yd freestyle, Ryan While
in the 50 and 100-yd
freestyles, Trey Harrison in
the 200-yd individual medley
and David Murphy in 3-meter
diving.
Also capturing first place
finishes were Mark Brown in
the 100-yd butterfly, and Rob
Butcher in the 100-yd
Breaststroke.

CR/I Basketball
with 27 points, while ATO's
Mark Clark turned in another
excellent performance scoring
20. SAE raised their record to 2-2.
After losing another tough game
to Pi Kappa Phi earlier in the
week, ATO dropped to 2-2.

Men's Top 10

1. Southern Sound
2. Pi Kappa Phi
3. Dingus Magees
4. Leaders of the Pack
5. The Heat
6. Room 141
7. Scabinis
8. Da Funky Bunch
9. Redskins
10. 8-Ballers

THIS WEEK IN
Feb.
6 THU

Game of the Week:
The CR/I basketball Game of
the Week for January 27February 2 featured Sigma
Alpha Epsilon versus Alpha Tau
Omega. The game went to two
overtimes before SAE upset ATO
55-51. Shane Maxwell led SAE
AAAA

A A A.
AA ■

Mail to
LB. 8001
Name

8

SAT

Women's Top 10
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lady Pines
Woody's
WWA
OPP
Too Legit

GSU ATHLETICS

(Home Games are in All Caps)
M-BASKETBALL VS. SAMFORD
W-Baskeatball at. Georgia State
W7W TENNIS VS. GEORGIA COLL.
M-BASKETBALL VS. GEORGIA STATE
Golf-Tournament of Champions
(at Knoxville, TN)
M&W Swimming at Coll. of Charleston
W-Basketball at Mercer

7:30p.m.
5 p.m.
1 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

OGEECH
OBSTETRICS

Dooley
defends
dawgs

had six points.
"I thought that the reason
that we won is that we played
to win instead of playing not to
lose," commented coach Greer.
"When we got down in the
second half that attitude
prevailed and they would not
be denied."
The Lady Cougars were led
by Natalie Steel's 19 point
performance.
Allene Flemming and Tara
Currin had 16 and 15 points
respectively toward the losing
C of C cause.
This game was designated
conference game for the
College of Charleston. The loss
will count toward their
conference record. The Lady
Cougars will, however, be
eligible to compete for the
TAAC conference title in
March.
The Lady Eagle win does
not, however, count toward
GSU's Trans America Athletic
Conference record.

The Lady Cougars are
currently 4-2 in the TAAC and
8-10 overall.
GSU improved their overall
record to 10-10. they are 2-5 in
the conference.
The GSU Ladies will face
TAAC rival Georgia State
Thursday evening at 5 p.m. in
Atlanta.

INIC, PA
5YNEC0L0GY

P.O. BOX 1066
C.R. RICHARDSON, M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
301 D0NEH00 STREET
WILLIAM F. KENT, M.D.
JAMES A. ROSHTO, M.D., F.A.C.O.G. STATESBORO, GEORGIA 30458
GARY B. SULLIVAN, M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
TELEPHONE: 764-6206

ATHENS, Ga. (AP) Georgia athletics director
Vince Dooley says last weekend's altercation involving
football players and fraternity members should be kept
in perspective.
"The current group of
(football) players is an outstanding one," he said
Tuesday. "But there are always going to be a few ones
that you are going to have
problems with."
Dwayne Simmons, a se
nior All-SEC linebacker, was
arrested on misdemeanor
weapon and marijuana possession charges early
Saturday. He was released
on bail later Saturday.
Simmons was arrested
shortly after a car he owns
was implicated in an incident at a fraternity house in
which several shots were
fired but no one was injured.
Simmons was not charged in
the incident, but police said
their investigation is continuing.

THE UNITED STATES LEADS THE WORLD IN TEENAGE PREGNACY
Over one million american teenagers get pregnant each year and for
women age 15-19 years of age there is nearly as many legal abortions
performed as there are live births. It is imperative that young women are aware
of the contraceptives available to them today.
Some young women fear that the pill can cause cancer. Scientific
studies show that there is a
significant protective effect against
endometrial and ovarian cancer in
women who take the pill. Furthermore, most long term studies show
that there is no increased risk of
breast cancer in women who take
the oral contraceptive pill, even for
long intervals of time.
It is also important to reassure
young women that the pill does not
cause any problems with fertility.
Since the oral contraceptive
pill can decrease the risk of some
forms of female cancer, decrease
the risk of pelvic inflammatory
disease, ectopic pregnancy, and
toxic shock syndrome as well as
lower the amount of blood loss
during the menses, it remains the
most recommended form of
contraception in young women
today.
Please learn the facts before
making important health decisions.
Patricia V. Law R.N. FNP-C

1 p.m.
7 p.m.

Georg e-Anne
*~ Deadline Feb. 11

VaCentine (Personals
CHECK OUT

L.B.

Bedrooms where there's room for two, out
isn't it wonderful that you can have the
privacy all to yourself!

i

il

^tUl Name and Landrum Box must be submitted for free
'/AAA\
tn^^ personals. Please limit messages to 25 words or less.^j^ '
|?KKM. This service is free to GSU students, faculty and staffs

BERMUDA
RUN
681-6994

GREEN
DEVELOPMENT

Features

•Pool
•Washer and Dryer
• Mircowave
• Dishwasher
•Ice
• Ceiling Fans
•Blinds
Plus other amenities

CONTINUATIONS
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Meeting

BARRY
Continued from page 4

01 •Announcements

101. Bring 10 copies of one poem. For
info call 681-5305.

Habitat for Humanity needs more volunteers. For more info, write c/o LB
12502. Meetings 1st & 3rd Wednesday
ea month at Union

03*Autos for Sale

Marines seeking brotherhood and
Esprit de Corps meet Feb. 4 at 7:30.
Student Union Rm. 275. Call 681-7804
or 681-7801 for more info.
Riding Eagles Motorcycle Club meetings
Thursdays 5-7. Come join. Call Jon Love
at 489-1553. Club agenda- lower
parking costs, better and more
motorcycle spaces.
The Leatherneck Club, a social
oraganization for Marines attending
GSU is meeting Tuesday, Feb. 4 at 7:30,
Student Union Rm. 275Triangle Gay and Lesbian Rap group
meets 7 pm Monday nights. Call
Counselling Center at 681-5541 for
details.
Wanted: Any persons interested in
starting a video game club. Call Mitch at
681-4552 after 6pm.
Yoga Club meets 5pm Monday nights in
Union. Call 681-0226 for details.

1976 Datsun 280Z - $2500
1971 Chevy Pick-up- $2500
1990 Grand Caravan - $11,500
Call Coach Braynt (GSU) 681-5060 (w)
or 587-5555 (h).
1980 Volkswagen Dasher, diesel,
excellent condition, sunroof, 4-speed,
40+ mpg, $ 1000, call Philip at
681-7262.
1981 Monte Carlo, new engine, new
tires. Power windows, AM/FM/cassette,
silver w/ burgundy vinyl top, excellent
condition. $1700. Call 739-2161.
1983 Ford T-Bird, good condition,
many extras. Well taken care of. Must
sale. Call 681-3209, ask for Mark.
1984 Nissan 200sx turbol Electric
windows, alarm system, AC, PS, PB,
good gas mileage, runs great, looks
sharp. Steal it for $2500 OBO. Call
681-2822.
1988 Blazer 4x4, 4.3 liter-V6. Great
condition. For more information call
Brian at 871-6405 or 682-5367.
1989 Sunbird SE, 2 door, great
condition, automatic transmission,
37,000 miles. Call 681-1940.

02*Arts & Crafts
Poetry, Poetry, Poetry Work Shop- Feb.
6th at 6pm in Williams Center Room

Mail to
LB. 8001

See Classifieds, page 10

George-Anne
Deadline Feb. 11

Vatentine Personals

Name

LB.

k.>.... Name and Landrum Box must be submitted for free
k
^ personals. Please limit messages to 25 words or less.^j^
i This service is free to GSU students, faculty and staffs '

WEEKLY CROSSWORD

BY GERRY FREY

Continued from page 1

GARMENT
DOWN
IMMEDIATELY,
YOU
CLUMSY OAF.
I'm intimidated by these instructions. I developed my
laundering skills in college,
where I used what laundry scientists call the Pile System,
wherein you put your dirty
undershorts on the floor until
they form a waist-high pile,
thus subjecting the bottom
shorts to intense heat and
pressure that causes them to
become, over several months,
clean enough to wear if you're
desperate and spray them with
Right Guard brand deodorant.
As a married person, I use
the Hamper System, which is
similar to the Pile System except that the clothes really do
get clean, thanks to magical
hamper rays.
No, I of course realize that
hamperized clothes are cleaned
by a-person such as my wife,
Beth, or Alison Schuler of
Albuquerque, N.M. But I also
know that Beth follows a complex procedure involving sorting and pre-soaking and 27 different combinations of water
temperatures and chemical
compounds such as fabric softener, stain remover, fabric
hardener, cream rinse, plutonium, etc. Beth wouldn't LET
me do her laundry unless I underwent years of training, because she assumes I'd screw it
up and cause our garments to
shrink down to cute little
Tinkerbell clothes, or transmaterialize in the dryer, similar
to what happened to that unfortunate man in the movie
"The Fly," so we'd wind up
with, for example, a brassiere
that had pant legs.
Beth's reluctance to let me
near the laundry is typical of

the vast majority of American
women, according to a nationwide survey of several other
women I know. A typical reaction came from my research
department, Judi Smith, who
gave the following statement
regarding her husband, Tim, a
Ph.D. college professor:
"I don't trust him to do my
laundry at ALL, unless I've
sorted it first and given him
strict instructions before each
and every load, because otherwise everything we own
would be mauve or gray ... He
puts his clothes away damp.
He can't put away anyone
else's clothes, because he can't
fold. I mean, the man can't fold
a TOWEL for God's sake.
Somehow, he can't get the corners to match up. A HAND
towel, even."
I repeated Judi's statement
to Beth, who emitted the bitter
humorless laugh of a woman
who has more than once
watched her husband turn a
basic shirt into a prizewinning
origami project.
I'm not defending men here.
I'm just saying that a lot of us
view ourselves as laundry-impaired, and we'll probably continue to do so as long as
women roll their eyes and
shove us away from the washing machine when we're about
to, for example, wash our delicate silks in the same load as
our boat cover. So I'm saying to
women: Teach us to launder.
We are willing to learn, really,
just as soon as the playoffs are
over. Give us a chance to show
what we are capable of. And
definitely buy stock in whatever company makes Right
Guard.

higher than that," said
Thompson, who estimated that
the figure is closer to 90-95
percent.
There have been lawsuits
where victims have held organizations at least partly responsible and the courts
agreed,
according
to
Thompson.
The risks Thompson referred to were discussed by Ed
Bayens, assistant director of
special programs.
Bayens discussed cases involving student groups at
other colleges. In the examples, groups were held responsible for all or part of the damages awarded in court cases.
"We want to make sure
you're clear on the law, and
clear on ways to minimize your
risk," said Thompson. •
Associate Dean of Students
and Vice President for Student
Affairs James Orr discussed
how organization leaders may
also be held liable.
"We need to be clear that
we're not only talking about
organizational liability," said
Orr. "But we're also talking
about the liability of the
officers involved.
"You, as officers, are
personal targets if this comes
about. You as presidents or
social chairmen can be sued
individually, as well as the organization being sued."
Some groups have national
policies that protect officers
from liability, according to Orr.
Common containers such as
kegs were also mentioned by
Orr.

Dave Barry is a nationally
syndicated columnist

u
s

Continued from page 1

O L E G

large fines. He says some
students owe as much as $200
or more.
"I don't want to use this
boot. I would rather never put
a scratch on it," he said. "I
want everybody to come in and
oav these tickets."

Once the offender's car is
booted, they will owe a $15
charge plus the amount of
unpaid fines.
Chambers says they will get
copies of class schedules and
start looking for those person's
automobiles.

Continued from page 1

Cathy Smith, Bill Smith, Jerry
Wilson, Susan Turner and
Kathy Ausherman. Jeff Stoops
served as the master of
ceremonies.

Looking for the perfect Valentine?

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
29
30
34
35
36
37
38
40
41
43
44
45
46
47
48
50
51
54
58
59
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

ACROSS
Prisoner's ransom
Banquet
Flintstone's pet
Meat stamp initials
Small egg
River in Germany
Prevaricates
Fall beverage
Chair, eg
Ms. White's friend
Pencil ends
Fed. agency
Extra
Cow palaces
L.A. Law's Susan
Word with line or bar
Mr. Cassini
Old
:Sun
Aquatic rodent
Record :abbrev
Very near:2 wds
Rugged mountain
Ms. White's friend
Period of time
Dud
Fastener
Broadway initials
Mean
Small sea gulls
Moines
Shade providers wds
Booers
Medicinal plant
In a furor
Ardor
Skier's aid
Chemical compound
Treaty org.
Concordes
Side road
Murdered

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
35
36
38
39
42
44
46
47
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

The Statesboro Inn and
Restaurant

DOWN
Underground plant bud
Continent

15th day of the Roman
month
Flogging
Concentrate
Wicked
Public bldg.
Ms. White's friend
firma
Meal ender
Idea in Paree
Close
Table scraps
Fed. Reserve System
Debate
Peter
Bjorn and family
Vigilant
Happen again
My. White's friend
Cities in China & Russia
Helmsman
Ms. White's friend
Under cover person
Nat. Student's org.
Word with crust or
class
.2 C5
Spanish gold
S3
en ^
Subjects of interest
-3S
Attaches
Ms. White's friend
fa -o
3
New:Combining form O
■a u
Recondition
Ms. White's friend
Corrodes
ss
Law degrees
Castle pool?
.£?*
u o
Polynesian dance
=«
Israeli Airline
3d
£»-'
Grade
9\
r-t
Ms.
White

Rn Dran

(Q

provides fine
cuisine
in a romantic
atmosphere.
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Fresh Seafood Daily
•European Chef
Extensive Wine List
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Campus violence was another topic of discussion at the
workshop.
"Random, malicious acts of
violence have been increasing
on campus at an alarming
rate," said Bayens.
He asked if anyone in the
room felt that it was becoming
more socially acceptable to
commit violent crimes. No
hands raised.
Mitch Jones, from campus
security, mentioned gun possession and a recent rash of
auto break-ins as only two of
the increasing forms of crime
on campus.
He also mentioned that two
high school students have been
caught pending charges in the
recent armed robbery in the
Union parking lot.
"I don't want to imply that
Georgia Southern has a rash of
violent crimes. That's not the
situation; we believe that we
still have a safe campus, but
we've seen enough of an increase this year to make us
concerned about some of the
things happening on campus,"
said Thompson.

'

B A R N S |

Joey Ellis chaired the
committee which produced the
Miss Eagle Beast contest this
year.
Judges for the evening were

1
2

1

Campus violence discussed

E A :S; T
V U L E
:
C I D & R
B A : :S:;: H F
E R A
L
s
I R
P A R

Booting'

Beast

" Ms. White & Friends "

B A I L
U S D A
L I E S

"We do not permit any organization to purchase a keg [or
other common container]. That
is against Georgia Southern's
rules and if you are caught,
you will be up talking to Dr.
Bayens trying to talk about
who owned the keg.
"Everybody needs to understand that you can't, just by
putting it in your minutes, absolve yourself from liability,"
said Orr.
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489-8628 K^7 K^J V^ 106 S. Main St.

Precision Auto
Specializing in Computerized
Engine Analysis
• FRONT Esd Ali
• BiukES
• TlJNE-lpS

• MtfniitS • Whisl Bxlwjsq

SWEATER
WEATHER

Sir Shop

Nautica, Chaps,
Ralph Lauren,
Boston Traders,
Ducks Unlimited

75% off

Hours: Monday- Friday 8-6, ForClgtl & DOIUlCStiC
.-..:::.: Sat 8-12

764-8691

64-B East Main, 2 Blocls

420 Gentilly Place • 764-6924
Across from Winn Dixie
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Republicans

Continued from page 3

The officers of the College
Republicans are as follows:
Keith Wilson, president; Ken
Ward, vice-president; Debbie
Barber, secretary; and Clark
Scott,
treasurer.
The
organization holds meetings on
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in room
270 of the Student Union . Any
interested students are invited
to attend.

Health

Continued from page 3

OFF THE DEEP END

BY ANDREW LEHMAN
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beans. Beans and peas are
good sources of low-fat plant
protein, and sweet potatoes
and yellow vegetables are high
in vitamin A. Collard greens,
turnip greens and mustard
greens are rich in fiber and
calcium, as well as vitamin A.
However, these benefits can
be lost if these foods are not
prepared with a nutritional
frame of mind. For instance,
collard greens are not as nutritious when they are flavored
with fatty ham hocks. The
fiber in greens is reduced when
they are boiled until they lack
any crispness, and when the
liquid is drained from the
greens, virtually all the vitamins are drained away. This is
why many soul food chefs keep
this liquid as a vitamin packed
beverage known as "pot
liquor."
Personally, I feel that soul
food does not have to be full of
grease to taste good. If you enjoy soul food, like myself, you
can start making it more
healthful by not using salt,
lard, food coloring or other additives. Also, vegetables can be
steamed rather than boiled or
fried. Fruits and vegetables
should always be fresh.
Instead of using ham hocks to
flavor your greens, use smoked
turkey wings, or something
else similar in nutritional
value, to maintain the soulful
taste without all the fat of
pork. Also, vegetable oil can be
used instead of butter or margarine.

It can't do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple" Macintosh" Classic'9 II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
, i 4 £
almost any other kind of computer. /
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II

For farther information visit

Eagle's Logic

University Computer Store
University Union Building • 681-0454
Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Classic is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh computers.
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1991 Mitisibishi Mightymax pickup
truck for sale. AM/FM/cass, 5 speed$5600 or T.O.P. Of $140. Call 897-1871
or 871-6320 (local).
For Sale: 1983 Honda Accord. A/C, 5
spd, AM/FM/cassette. $1200 OBO. Call
Mike after 6 pm. 681-4674.
For sale; '88 Toyota Four-Runner 4x4
SR5, V6, loaded, 50k, $12,000.
764-6169.

05*Business Opportunities
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send SASE to
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. D18, PO
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727-1779.
I made $5000 last month (from home).
You can tool Simple business, will train.
Dr. Skolar & Assoc. 1-800-728-8784

~T~ A
S
T
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to *1000 in one
week. Plus receive a s1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH justfor calling 1-800932-0528 Ext, 65.

07*Education

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTS • LOANS
Results Guaranteed
1-800-527-1496
JJ
09*Furniture & Appliances
tii..
T Desk- Wood desk with
monitor/printer shelf. Orig. $ 100, sell
for $50. Call 681-3333, Rob.
Couch and Loveseat- originally
purchased from L.A. Waters. Excellent
condition. Orig. $1000+, sell for $300.
Call Rob at 681-3333.
Entertainment Center- Upright design
holds up to 30" TV and stereo/VCR
equipment. VCR/Tape/CD drawer and
storage areas w/ glass panels. Orig.
$225, sell for $100. Call 681-3333. riob
For Sale: Couch, excellent cone''. Jon.
Asking only $ 100 OBO. Call 489-8694.
Outdoor Gas Grill- Almost new
(2months old) grill w/140+ square inch
heating area, side burner, fuel gauge,
auto-ignite system, more. Sell for $100.
Call Rob at 681-33?3.
REFRIGERATOR (1.9 cubic feet) $40 OBO
Call 681-7434 after 6 pm.
Regular size sofa-sleeper (queen). Good
condition, earth tone colors-tweed. $75
OBO. Call Donna at 489-3092, please
leave message if not there.

11 *Help Wanted
*EXTRA INCOME*
Earn from $200 - $500 weekly mailing
1992 Travel Brochures. For more
information send an addressed
stamped envelope to: ATW Travel, P.O.
Box 430780, Miami, FL 33143
,
500-1000 Camp Positions AvailableStaff Referral Services provides a
network of camps, now hiring, from the
"keys" to Wise-Minn. One application
reaches all camps. Applications at the
Placement Office.
500-1000 Camp positions
available-Staff Referral Services
provides anetwork of camps, now
hiring, from "Keys" to Wise-Minn. One
application reaches all camps.
Applications at the Placement Office.
Alaska Summer Employment- fisheries
Earn $5,000 + /month. Free
transportation! Room & Boardl Over
8,000 openings. Male or female. For
employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. 312.
Attention all studentsl Earn $30,000 in
100 days through multi-level
marketingl Serious inquiries only
please. Send Long S.A.S. Envelope: Suite
12-A P.O. Box 1157 Forked River, NJ
08731.
____
English editing needed occasionally.
$10hr. Call Dora at 681-91 19 after
6pm.

The Classifieds really
do work!

The Continuing
Education
Center
has received plenty
of applications in
response to the help
wanted ad for a
swimming instructor.

Lifeguards, Swim Coaches, Swim
Instructors: Summer positions
available in North Atlanta Area.
Certification classes available. Call
SwimAtlanta, (404)992-7665. for
information.
Read books for payl $100.00 per titlel
Amazing Recorded Message Reveals
details. 205/283-3469
Wanted: Members to serve on th Union
Productions board for the 1992-93
school year. Applications available at
the Union Productions Office, Rm 207
of the University Union and are due
Feb. 21. Call for more info- 681-5442.

12*Lost & Found
Found: a pair of eyeglasses at Eagle's
Nest parking lot. Call 681-2467.
Found: Gold bracelet at Thursday's on
Sat. 25 during Sexual Olympics. Call

Tom at 681-8916 to identify.
Found: Gold necklace charm, heart
shaped. Found between Hollis and
Rosenwald before Christmas break. Call
David 681-2436.
Found: Mouth retainer outside of the
Student Union on Tuesday, January 23
If yours please pick-up at the
Information Desk.
Lost- Gold charm bracelet. Sentimental
value. If found please call Teresa at
681-2391.
Lost: 1990 class ring in the South
Buliding or going to North Building.
Green Peridot stone-sterling silver.
Name engraved on it, call Tom
681-8916.
Lost: a silver, opal and sapphire ring.
This ring is a family heirloom. Cash
reward. If found please call Heidi at
681-2967.
Lost: In desparate search for a beige
male lab puppy with a black nose. Only
2 months old. He wondered off onto
Cawana/Bulhalter Road area. If found
please cantact 871-6405Lost: One cream long sleeved
Limited-express cotton shirt. Lost at
Oxford Wash and Shop. If you have it
please call 681-7562. Size L.
Wanted: Tutor Counselors (4) for the
Georgia Southern University Upward
Bound Summer Program. Upward
Bound is a program designed to
motivate and prepare high school
students for post-secondary education.
In working with the Upward Bound
Program, you will gain valuable
experience as well as enjoy lots of fun.
Applicants must (1) have achieved
college sophomore status, or better by
May 1992 (2) have a 2.30 GPA or
better (3) be available daily from June
15 thru July 30, 1992 -no summer
school students please (4) be
committed to working with young
people (5) applicants must be available
to live on campus (in dorm) with
student from June 15 thru July 30 (6)
be conscientious and dedicated. Salary
is $1,600 ($1,000 plus room and
board). Applications will be accepted
thru April 12, 1992. If interested
apply at Upward Bound Office
Williams Center-Upper Level
Landrum Box 8071
Statesboro, Georgia 30460
(912) 681-5458.

13'Miscellaneous for Sale
.22 pistol for sale. 9 shot, 4" barrel.
Made by New England Firearms. $60
OBO. Call 764-7382.
2 new beer signs: Budweiser and Miller
Genuine Draft. Asking $125 OBO. Ask foi
Frank at 681-2434.
Atari 7800, compatible with 2600
games, 6 joysticks and 41 cartridges.
$50 OBO. Call Steve 681-3571.
Bike for sale; Specialized Hard Rock
model, cable lock and pak included. Alsc
Boombox dual cassette-CD w/ laser
remote & many extras. 764-5512 ask
for Doug.
Cool it this quarter with a pair of
like-new Ray-Bans. Black metal frames,
black lenses. Make offer. 764-7312,
leave message for Eric.
Excellent buys for 83-86 Monte Carlo:
Bra $40, speakers w/ 10" MTX
woofers/tweeters in box $200. 4 spoked
hub caps $15. 681-2259 ask for Kelly.
For Salel Sailboat, 19 feet "Tangerine"
1982. Comes with traitor and sails.
Excellent condition. $1800. Call
(912)927-5350. Ask for Mildred.
Please leave a message.
For Sale: Attention Interior Design/
Drafting majors- Drafting table with
chair and light measures 30"x40",
white and black. Call 764-9943 arter 4
pm.
For Sale: Casio Scientific Graphics
Calculator IX-7000G. Need money fasti
Asking $50 OBO. Call Bryan at
681-6234.
For Sale: Point Blank body armor
vest-$300, 764-6169.
For Sale: Scuba Gear. BCD 1st and 2nd
Stage Reg Air II, Dive Light, etc. Plus
dive bag, entire package-$500.
764-6169.
For sale: two truck boxes, 8 inches full
range. 2 1/2 inch tweeter $99 OBO.
Cantact Pete 681-9728, leave message.
For Sale: World Book Encyclopedia Set,
New, $400 OBO. 764-6169.
Ladies 14k gold engagement set for sale.
Unique 3/8k solitaire with 10
diamonds and band. Solid 14k gold
matching wedding band. Only asking
$500. Call 764-7382.
Mountain bike S.I.S. Shimano Eage and
Biopace. Must sell $150. 489-8152. Ask
for Joe.
Mountain Bike- Raleigh Tangent 1990
with Shimano gears, brakes, cranks. Gel
seat, seat and bike locks. Used only 4
times since new. Sell for $375. Call Rob
at 681-3333.
One pair of Avia (Arc Technology)
aerobic shoes. Bought wrong size and
cannot return. Size 9. Price negotiable.
Please call 681-7562.

14'Motorcycles
1984 Honda V-30 Magna. 500 cc, 12k
miles. Very good condition. 2nd owner.
$600 firm, call 764-3621, ask for Kelly.

White Cocktiel bird cage-complete w/
perches & dishes. Great condition. Call
Suzi at 489-3092, please leave
message if not there.

1986 Nlnja: Black/Red, reliable,
economical, fast and fun. Looks brand
new. Includes all fairings. $1400 OBO.
Ask for Jeremy or Scott.
681-4057-Mustsell.

15*Musical
For Sale: Ibanez Roadstar Guitar, Floyd
Rose locking Tremelo, two humbucker,
painted neck, flawless, must sell $350,
681-7308.
Wanted: Lead guitarist for mostly
covers. No thrash influences welcome.
Call Todd at 681-3031 or Chris at
764-5716.

16* Personal
Alison Weiss- I am glad that you've
decided to pledge Pi Sigl You are going
to love itl Happy Valentine's Dayl
-Your Big.
Banana Patchl Banana Patchl Blue
hound dog in a cherry tree. Thirteen
fingers a'walkin' Twenty kittens scuba
diving. Yes Sirl
Beth, Although you are wierd or
should we say "unique," your
physiognous appearance brightens the
day. By the way the whale photo is
lovely. -Manet
Congrats G-A staff for being nominated
for 8 awards by Georgia Press
Association.
Dawn Wells, Glad to have youl Good
luckl -Love your Pi Sig Big. Guess
Who???
Debbie- Have a grat week. You will be
hearing for me. Love YOu Big.
Delta Sigma Pi loves our pledges! Good
luck Dawn, Patrick, Scott. Laura, Pam,
Lisa, Mark, and Kurt.
Doug G.- You're tha man. And you
thought that no one would ever send
you an ad I Teresa
Fiona-What's up? You'll be hearing
more from me soon. Good luck with Pi
Sig. Love, Your Big.
Good luck Noel Avera.- Your Pi Sigma
EpsilonBig.
Hello Savannah companions- we had a
great time! Ice Fight. Spanky's and Wet
Willy's. Thanks! -Pol and KJ.
Hey Glenn- break an anklel - Barnacles
IV.

2 bedrooms to rent in 3 bedroom, 2
bath mobile home. $160 per month,
$100 deposit (refundable). Rooms have
beds. Call Jamie at 681-6413.
For Sale: 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment.
#
57 Southern Villas. Washer and
dryer. Call (404) 428-9595Room for rent: Across from campus,
own room, 1/2 utilities, free water.
$200/ month (OBO). Lease negotiable.
Call Jennifer at 681-1270 or
681-3291.
Sublease 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment
close to campus and and adjacent to
laundry facilities. $400 per month,
negotiable. Call 681-1927.
Wanted for Fall '92: 1 bedroom
apartment close to the Stadium. Write
toD.L. LB 13160.

20*Roommates
Female nonsmoker roommate needed
for Spring & Summer quarters. Eagle
Run Apts. Fully furnished except for
your own room. Share bath,
washer/dryer. $175 per month + 1/4
utilities. FOr more info call Karen at
681-6633.
Female roommate needed ASAP or
beginning. Spring Quarter to share 2
bedroom townhouse. Reasonable rent.
Call now for more details. 681-9363.
Ask for Donna.
r'emale roommate needed
immediately- Nice oversized furnished
trailer. Washer/ dryer. Furnish own
room. $200 monthly * 1/2 utilities. Two
minutes from campus. Call Angie
681-7870.
__
Female roommate needed to share
ASAPI Greenbriar townhouse. 3
bedroom, 2 1/2 baths. $200 for
remainder of quarter. Call 871-6119.
Female roommate needed to share big
3 br house Spring Quarter. Own room
and washer/dryer. $150 rent plus 1/3
utilities. Please call 764-2136 and
leave message.

Jay- Glad to see your pledging PI Sigll Your Big
Join the Ed McMahon Fan Club. Share
memories of The Tonight Show's REAL
star with other loyal followers. Write to
Dennis at LB 8001.

Male roommate needed - Park Place
Villas. Totally furnished. $167 per
month plus 1/3 utilities. Call
681-1720, ask for Ricky.

Kevin Cash- Welcome to Pi Sig. Thanks
for the party. - Your Pi Sig Big.

Male roommate needed immediately for
1991 moblie home. Fully furnished
with central heat, washer/dryer.
$150/month, $100 deposit. Call
681-1232, ask for Matt.

Lee Apple- Good luck pledging Pi Sig.Your Big.
'_
Lois, "If you only had a brain," you
wouldn't be carrying that Mickey Mousi
bag every day.
-Your concerned friends
Ricky, We know you love Tara. Just give
her time and she'll come around and
realize your hers. Keep in there! -The
Gang
Shannon- I hope you enjoy rush in Pi
Sig, I will! I'm looking forward to getting
to know youl -Your Big
Tara- I don't know but it seems that
Ricky Boy truly does love you. Give
him another chance. -A concerned
friend
Tara- I know you're just in high school
and I'm in college, but you will always
be the only girl for me. Love You-Ricky
Teri Bohmer- You made a great choice
in pledging Pi Sig. So good luck, work
hard, and look out for your Big. You will
be hearing from me soon.- Your Big
Tomato sauce is red- pepperonis are
too. Pizza Inn's B'Ball squad has won
zero, lost two. Go team Gol -Your truest
fan.
Trip- I hope you are enjoying your
pledge period so far, good luck in the
weeks to come. Your Big iin Pi Sig.
Would you like to place a personal for
Valentine's Day? If so, drop by the
Williams Ctr, upper level, in the
George-Anne office, or mail it to LB*
8001 to place one. It's free to students
and faculty for the first 25 words.
Deadline is Tuesday, Feb. 11.

17«Pets & Supplies
4 1/2 month old female puppy- free to
a good home. Part lab. Has all shots.
House trained. Call 681-9050.
A free adult, part lab dog to a good
home. Also free part lab puppies. Call
871-6405Free to a good home- found grey male
cat. 9-12 months old. Very loving;
beautiful, needs a home. Laeve
message-489-3434.
Free to good home- beautiful grey male
cat. 9-12 months old. Very lovable. We
found him, can't keep him. 489-3434.
Free to good home- male grey cat.
9-12 months old. Very affectionate. We
found him, can't keep him. 489-3434,
leave message.

Smith-Corona Typewriter SD66 with
memory and spellright, $150.
764-6169.

Free: Black female Retriever puppy, 7
weeks old. Call 681-6116. ask for Shell.

Winter Jackets: 1 green suede and 1
brown leather- $75 each. 681-2281cash only.

2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment for rent.
Available Spring Qtr. Located near
Franklin's Restaurant. $250 a month.
489-2916 or 489-1483. Leave
message.

Female roommate needed to take over
lease at Chandler Square Apts. First
month's rent free or pay no security
deposit. Call 681-1593 for Stacy.

Selling NES Console with 40 games, two
controllers, and laser gun. $350 OBO.
For info call Fernando at 681-4351- In
great condition.

TYPEWRITER (Smith Corona), with
Memory Model, Spell Right Dictionary
and many enhanced typewriter
features, $75- Call 681-7434 after
6pm.

19«Rentals& Real Estate

Needs good Home: White Boxer-Pit Bull
mix. Gentle, housebroken, spayed, all
shots! One year old, inside or outside
dog. Please call me. Ask for Anthony or
Sherry only! 681-4613 or 871-6146
(Statesboro).
Puppies for sale: Black and fluffy. 6wks
old. Had 1st vaccinations. Will be
medium sized. $35. call 681-2253.

Male Roommate needed Spring and
Summer quarters. $225 a month. Own
bedroom, bathroom, phone line,
washer/dryer. Call 681-9895.
Male roommate needed Winter
Quarter. Eagles Nest, $215 monthly +
1/2 utilities. Own room. Call Brant
871-6510Male roommate needed- Park Place
Apts. Furnished, washer/dryer, $125
monthly + 1/4 utilities. 681-2294.
One male roommate needed for 2
bedroom, 2 bath trailer. $150 per
month + 1/3 utilities. Located directly
in front of Pine Haven Apts. Call
681-1232, ask for Matt.
Roommate graduating: need roommate
for Spring and /or Summer Qtr. $197
month •► 1/2 utilities. Own bedroom,
1/2 mile from campus. Call 681-2266.
Roommate needed for 1990 trailer.
2br, lba. Located 1 mile from college.
$150/month + 1/2 utilities. Call
871-6362 after 2 pm. Ask for Brian.
Roommate needed to share bedroom in
two bedroom apartment at Park Place.
1/4 utilities. $150 per month. Call
Jennifer at 871-6199. Hurry.
Roommate needed to take over lease.
Chandler Aquare Apt. *80. Rent is
$215/ month and 1/4 bills. Nicest
college living in Statesboro. Contact

r

Scott Austin at 681-9594.
Roommate needed: Male needed for
Stadium Place *28. $150/month + 1/2
utilities. Nonsmoker. Call Russ
681-7282 or LB" 17824.

Raleigh mens road bike for sale. 58cm
Shimano 501. Reynolds tubing. Cateye
cyclocomputer. OGK microshield helmet
Very good condition. $300. Call
764-3621-Kelly

Roommate needed: Master bedroom in
Hawthorne II- Male or female for
Spring Qtr. Call 681-9244.
Roommate needed: own bedroom in
furnished apartment. Close to campus.
For more info call Shawn at 681-1396.
Call anytime ASAP.
Two male or female roommates wanted
to share huge, fully furnished bedroom
in roomy house across from McDonald's
$150/month plus utilities.
Waser/dryer included. Call 489-1373.
Two male roommates needed starting
Summer to share Brand New mobile
home. Private room, W/D. Must be clean
and a non-smoker. $175 ♦ 1/3 utilities.
Mike 681-7665Two roommates needed- male or
female. Roomy house across from
McDonalds. Fully furnished, huge
bedroom. Washer/dryer. Non-smoker,
no pets. $150/month plus utilities. Call
489-1373.

Daily announcement of Intramurals
available on CR/I Hotline at 681-5261.
Do you need your home cleaned?
Experienced housekeeper seeking work.
Faculty references available. Call Jacque
764-8543.
Get those papers, cases, and more
typed by someone with over 4 years
experience at GSU. Print out on a
24-pin dot matrix printer or laser prin
at the LRC. You keep the paper on your
own disk. Call Roo at 681-3333 for
more info.
Lab and Textbooks printed! Fast
affordable service. Profit to you or
your department. Free estimates. 40
years experience. Retired GSU
professor. Arv 764-7421 (before
5:00)
Need any type of work: babysitting,
caring for elderly, odd jobs, cleaning
houses, etc. Forced to pay 1/3 of
college. Call Ashley 681-6340 or LB*
14967.

Precision Power 2000 Amplifierbrand new, never been used. Must sell.
Receipts available, also noise reduction
box. Call Til at 681-2964. $275Sony boombox- dual cassette w/
programmable CD and laser remote.
Carve car amp, 120 watt stereo, 240
mono. Make offer. Call 764-5512 for
Doug.
Stereo equipment for sale, new and
used. Call for brand name and prices871-6370 or leave message.
Two 12" Fosgatesubs, $140, 7th order
boxwit 10" subs, $150. Call 489-4404.
Two Rockford Fosgate Punch 10" in
box-$125- One punch 45 amplifier,
may install-$I25- Escort Radar
detector-$65. Call Chris Denman at
681-7406.

Needed: 20 gallon aquarium or larger.
Call Trey at 681-2301.

PREGNANT?
Parent and Child Adoption Services Car
Help. Free counseling, medical and
housing assistance available. Call Collect
(912)238-2777.
TYPING - Drop-off & pick-up on campus. See Peggy 116 South Bldg., call
681-5586 or 681-6520. Quick service
(usually overnight), very good rates
TYPING- Fast & Reasonable. Call Jean
852-5405
TYPING - Reasonable rate. Resumes,
term papers, etc. Letter quality or Dot
Matrix printers. Call Brenda, 6815301, or drop by Carroll, Rm 86

POETRY SOUGHT FOR BOOK. General
poetry is being accepted for possible
publishing in our upcoming book "Ride
the Wind". Please submit one or two
original poems 28 lines or less (any
subject or style) by March 15. 1992 to:
The Inner Press, 9481 Canal Road,
Gulfport, MS 39503. (601) 831-4367.
There is no reading fee.
We're looking for a top fraternity,
sorority, or student oraganization that
would like to earn $500-$I500 Tor a
one week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Lee at 800-592-2121 ext
115-

28*Weekends & Travel

University Typing Svc - Word proc. for
faculty & students. Term papers to
books. Editing included. Letter quality
printing. Majorie Bell, Ed.D. 681-3716

22-Sports & Stuff
Anyone interested in playing rugby
come out to practice Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays at 4pm Oxford
Field. No experience necessary.
Curl-bar and 1301bs. Good condition.
$50, contact Rob 681-3262.
DP Magnum 451 weight bench w/ arm
curl and leg curl accessory, plus 11 0 lb
set of DP Debatron weights and
dumbbells. $100 Call 681-7810, leave
message.
FOR SALE: Weider Weight Set 310 lbs.
And Marcy Pro Weight Bench, asking
$260 for both, OBO. Call 489-4531, ir m
answer leave message. Ask for Michael.

Washer/Dryer
Pool
Volleyball
Clubhouse

2 competition kickers 15" -$225- One
hot set-up 2.125 -500 watt amp made
by Orion -$250. Call J at 489-4263
evenings.

27«Wanted

Papers typed! On computer with
letter-quality printer. Charged by
length of paper not each page. Great
rates. Ask for Regina. 681-3862. LB
17936

APARTMENTS!

23-Stereo & Sound

Pair Blaupunkt 5" speakers-$50. Bell
radar detector-$30. Escort radar
detector- $65. Call Kristen at
68 1-9839, leave message or call Chris
at 681-7406.

Babysitting done in own home- ages
1-5- For more information call
681-2456. leave message on machine
if no answer.

SQUARE

Superlite brand golf bag by Burton,
brand new. Used only four times.
Perfect condition. Perfect carry bag for
walking or travel. Asking $75. Ron
681-6434.

For Sale: Sherwood XR-1504 car
stereo, $125. Call 681-2294.

Auto Detailing: Wash, wax, polish,
vacuum, Armor All. $15 and up. Call
681-2947.

Golfers-Athletes! Jones CrouraGolf

Sports Fans- Join the Mike Strong Fan
Club. Join others and pay tribute to this
sports demi-god. For more info call
681-4674.

Car stereo: Coustic 300 watt bridgeable
amp. Technics high power deck, 12"
Pyle Driver speakers, Technic 6x9".
Pioneer 4", & Crossover.. All for $400.
Call 764-7382.

21'Services

CHANDLER

L

Bag, almost brand new softball glove,
size ten cleats, York dumbbells, Bole
Irex Sunglasses. All cheap! Call
681-2108.

A Bahamas Party Cruise 6 days $2791
Panama City $99, Padre $199, Cancun
$499, Jamaica $3991 David 681-6415,
or 1-800-638-6786.
Jamaica, Cancun from $409, Panama
City Beach from $119. Earn cash & free
travel...campus reps needed!!! Call
Student Travel Services
1-800-648-4849.
__
You've only got one week to live! Do it
right! Spring Break Travel in Jamaica
from only $42911 Hotel, air, transfers,
hot parties! Organize group, travel
freell Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710.

29-Etcetera
Carpool: Ft. Stewart to GSU, there are
quite a few of us riding back and forth let's ride together. Please contact
Bonnie 884-3227.
Mail needed: An electronic-mail
(e-mail) green-hand needs friendly
messages to keep going! Will respond
right away! Thanks: Mail, name Yuh
Horng Wang.

Z7<
"Statesboro's
finest in
Student
Living"
4 Bedroom
2-3 Bath
Townhouses
Flats

Come by & tq(Jf |our model
unit or call 681-6765.
Located next to Paulson Stadium.
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